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revealed and with wonderful freshness unfolds the rich truths
found here. The spiritual mind will find great comfort and
strength and stimulus in this gracious book.

A. T. RoBERTilON.

Rome, St. Paul and the Early Church; The Influence of Roman Law
on St. Paul's Teaching and Phraseology and on the Development of the
Church. By W. S. Muntz, D.D. The Young Churchman Co-., Milwau
kee, 1913. 227 pp.

Dr. Muntz shows knowledge of the conditions in the Roman
Empire in the first century A. D. and of the significance of
these conditions for the spread of Christianity over the world.
For popular and virile language he has set forth the contrilbu
tion made by Roman government and law to the development of
organized Christianity. Baptists in particular are wa'tehfuland
concerned on this point to see how ecclesiasticism came in the
wake of the Roman power. The book is full of suggestion 'and
fresh points of view.

A. T. ROBERTSON.

St. Paul and His Critics. By R. W. Pounder. The Pilgrim Press,
Boston, 1913. 246 pp. $1.00.

Mr. Pounder writes with clearness and power and holds the
atrtentioneasily as he follows Pa~l from city to city. It is not
a book of mere geographical details that we have here, but rather
an interpretation of Paul as we see him in successively new en
vironments. The book has its coherence in Paul who rises to
the emergency in each new stage of the unfolding story. Mr.
Pounder holds to the later date of Galatians and identifies the
Conference (public) in Jerusalem (Acts 15) with that in Gal.
2 (private). He makes, however, the attack on Titus to occur
in the "public meeting, not in the private conference.

A. T. RoBERTIbON.

The Teaching of Paul in Terms of the Present Day•.. The Deems
Lectures in New York University. By Sir W. M. Ramsay. Hodder &
Stoughton, New York, 1913. 450 pp. $3.00 net.
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